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Introduction
She burst into the adult biz with quite a soaking wet bang and has built a gigantic fan base in a very
short time. Now Hailey Young brings her special blend of hardcore pornstar skills and sweet innocent
teen charm to her own Official website! On a network of brand-name porn stars, she is sure to dazzle
even the most jaded perverts!

Adult Review
Tall and Irish with that delicate combination of alabaster skin and chestnut hair. Hailey Young is probably the perfect model
to cast in a medieval fantasy film  where she could play a woodland nymph or perhaps even a half-elf... but unlike high
budget Hollywood film studios, Hailey spends her money on lube and lighting instead of fancy costumes and travel
destinations.
  
  Every scene she stars in features top-shelf quality camera work, serious fucking and the kind of no-holes-barred action that
will make your cock cheer for her as your mind wonders how the fuck she can take that kind of pounding in every opening
without a rest!
  
  Along with her site you get access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review, and when totaled that
comes to 100+ hours of amazing exclusive porn that is destined to hold a special place on your hard drive for years to come.
  
  Check out the free preview, it gives you a great idea what the members area includes. Hailey Young, Puma Swede, Lela Star
and Leah Luv are four grade "A" whores... and in one package this membership provides the kind of sexual buffet that your
cock deserves to feast on!

Porn Summary
Have you ever had your hands on the hips of a girl you thought was fragile... but once you started jamming her you knew you
could hammer away on her cervix day and night without holding anything back? Hailey Young is that kind of durable whore
in a delicate looking body... and that's always fun to watch!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Given a little more time to grow its archives this site will be tough to beat!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 88
Support: 90 Unique: 83    Taste: 81        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Puma Swede (91) ,Bree Olson (88) ,Monica Mayhem (87) ,Dylan Ryder (85) ,Sweet Leah Luv (84) ,Ashley Fires (84) ,Abbey
Brooks (84) ,Aaliyah Love (84) ,Devon Lee (83) 

Porn Niches
Brunettes, Glamour, Hardcore, Lesbian, Natural, PornStars, Solo, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 21
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